ABSTRACT In this paper, we propose a homogenized Chebyshev-Arnold map (HCAM) by homogenizing the linear coupling of Chebyshev map and Arnold map. The proposed HCAM has complex dynamical behaviors and can avoid the problems of the original Chebyshev map when used in image encryption. Based on the HCAM, we present a color image encryption algorithm that contains confusion and diffusion processes. In the confusion stage, we use the random chaotic matrix transform (RCMT) to randomize the shifting steps, which can eliminate the regular pattern of the original CMT and enhance the security level. In the diffusion stage, we use a SHA-512-and SHA-384-based fast pixel substitution scheme to perform the bit-level exclusive-or operation, which can obtain outstanding self-adaptiveness and high efficiency. The experimental results and security analysis demonstrate that the proposed algorithm has high level of security and robust to the potential attacks.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the rapid growth of digital technique and modern communication, a large amount of digital data have been generated and spread on public channels. Since digital images contain rich information and can visually present the scene, they are widely transmitting on the Internet and bring the security problem for some confidential or private images (such as the military images, telemedicine images, and personal images). The conventional textual encryption techniques, such as Data Encryption Standard (DES) and Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) [1] , are not secure enough to protect image data due to their high correlation and redundancy among adjacent pixels. Therefore, it is urgent to propose efficient techniques to protect the digital images travelling on public channels.
Since image encryption is the most straightforward way for image protection, it becomes the hotspot of cryptography in recent years [2] - [6] . Among them, the chaos-based
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encryptions have excellent performance because the chaotic systems have the properties of ergodicity, deterministic dynamics and sensitivity to the initialize conditions. Therefore, various chaos-based encryption schemes have been developed [7] - [25] . For example, Wang proposed image encryption methods by using dynamic random growth technique [7] , one-time keys [8] , bit-level permutation [9] , the perceptron model [10] and parallel computing system [12] . Zhang [13] proposed a fast image cryptosystem by employing chaotic map and cubic S-box. Ma et al. [14] designed a plaintext-related scheme to improve the ability of chaos-based methods against plaintext attack. Zahmoul et al. [18] created a new chaotic map based on Beta function and apply it to image encryption with high efficiency. Hua et al. [19] combined a two-dimensional Sine Logistic Modulation Map (2D-SLMM) and a chaotic magic transform (CMT) for image encryption with low time complexity. Among various chaotic systems, the Chebyshev map [21] is widely employed for image encryption due to its extremely large range of control parameter. For instance, Fu et al. [22] used Chebyshev map to process the diffusion part as a key stream generator and gained high security level. Stoyanov and Kordov [23] obtained pseudorandom bit with the help of Chebyshev map and used them for image encryption. Wang et al. [24] proposed a two-dimensional cross chaotic map based on Chebyshev map to reduce the calculation complexity and obtain high encryption efficiency. Ramadan et al. [25] constructed Quadratic Chaotic Map based on Chebyshev map to improve both the chaotic parameter range and maximum Lyapunov exponents (MLEs) to expand the key space of cryptosystem.
However, despite the Chebyshev system can improve the security of image encryption to some extent, there are still some drawbacks that can lead to potential hazard for the cryptosystem. First, the security of Chebyshev-based schemes is generally not high enough because the chaotic dynamic properties degrade rapidly when the chaotic maps are realized with finite precision [15] , [16] . Second, initial value of Chebyshev map in a certain range will cause the generated sequence without chaotic property. Moreover, the value distribution of chaotic sequences is not uniform enough, which can reduce the randomness of the sequence and increase the predictability of the secret key.
To overcome the above drawbacks, we construct a new chaotic system and design a color image encryption scheme. The main contributions of our work are as follows.
• A Homogenized Chebyshev-Arnold Map (HCAM) with outstanding cryptography features in dynamics is proposed. It can avoid the drawbacks of the original Chebyshev map when used in image encryption. Based on the HCAM, a novel image encryption algorithm that contains confusion and diffusion stages has been proposed.
• In the confusion stage, we modify the Chaotic Matrix Transform (CMT) to randomize the shifting steps to eliminate the regular pattern of the original CMT, which can obtain higher level of security.
• In the diffusion stage, we design a SHA-based fast pixel substitution method to implement in bit level and achieve outstanding self-adaptiveness and high efficiency. The whole encryption process involves no conjugated operation between pixels, rows or columns, so our scheme obtain superior robustness against data loss and noise attack. Simulation results and security analysis have been carried out and demonstrate the security of our algorithm in comparison with state-of-the-art algorithms.
II. THE PROPOSED HOMOGENIZED CHEBYSHEV-ARNOLD MAP
In this section, we first review the original Chebyshev map and analyze its potential problems when used in image encryption. Then, we construct the HCAM by introducing Arnold index to the Chebyshev map. Moreover, the theoretical analysis and contrastive simulations are carried out and demonstrate that our HCAM can avoid the problems of original Chebyshev map. Furthermore, the pseudo-randomness and chaotic properties of the HCAM are also tested to verify its superior capability in image encryption algorithm.
A. THE ORIGINAL CHEBYSHEV MAP AND ITS PROBLEMS
The original Chebyshev map is an one-dimensional chaotic system with an initial value x 0 and a control parameter k. It is defined as follows:
when k ∈ (2, +∞), the sequence generated by Chebyshev map is chaotic. The Chebyshev map has been used in image encryption algorithm [22] - [25] due to its outstanding pseudo-randomness and large range of control parameters. The bifurcation diagram and MLEs is presented in Fig. 1 . However, when directly using Chebyshev map to image encryption, the cryptosystem will suffer the following problems:
1) PROBLEM A: INITIAL VALUE IN CERTAIN RANGE LEADS TO NON-CHAOTIC PROPERTY
We divide the range of the initial value x 0 of Chebyshev map in (1) as Fig. 2 . Through the simulation experiment, when x 0 located in Area 1, more times of iterations are needed for chaotic behaviors. If the initial value is in Area 2, no matter how many iteration times, the generated sequence will not obtain chaotic property when k take some particular values. The MLEs is a typical criterion for judging chaotic behaviors of a sequence in dynamical system [26] , [27] . Fig. 3(a) shows the MLEs of Chebyshev map when the initial value is 0 (in Area 2), we can see that the results are exactly 0 when k = 2, 4, 6 . . ., which means non-chaotic behaviors [28] . Worse still, when the initial value is near −1 or 1, the same phenomenon reproduces. The basic reason for this problem is that once x r is not located in safety zone in Fig. 2, x r+1 will not in safety zone either. With the iteration times increases, such values converge to an extremely narrow range, which leads to non-chaotic behaviors. Therefore, the initial value should be selected carefully for image encryption.
2) PROBLEM B: HIGH MUTUAL INFORMATION
Every new item x i+1 of the original Chebyshev map is generated from the previous x i according to (1) . This correlation leads to high mutual information because the uncertainty of x i+1 is extremely little if we have known the previous x i . As Fig. 3(b) shows, mutual information of Chebyshev map is much high. Therefore, when directly using the Chebyshev map to image encryption, attackers can acquire the control parameter by repeat substitution operations, which will cause the encryption algorithm invalid totally. To solve this problem, we need to add turbulence to the chaotic system to break the correlation between adjacent items. From above analysis, both of the Problem A and Problem B are caused by the complete correlation relationship between x r+1 (i) and x r (i).
3) PROBLEM C: NON-UNIFORM VALUE DISTRIBUTION
According to Wu et al. [29] , using non-uniform chaotic sequences to image encryption, ciphertext images can not be encrypted securely. We have tested the values distribution of the chaotic sequences generated by original Chebyshev map, and the result is shown in Fig. 3(c) . Obviously, it is not uniform enough, which means the ciphertext images encrypted based on such chaotic sequences may obtain non-uniform histograms and cannot resist the potential statistical attack [29] .
B. THE PROPOSED HCAM
The non-linear maps such as Arnold map, Standard map, and Tent map can construct nonlinear couple, which is very suitable to break the correlation between adjacent Chebyshev items. Since the Arnold map is simple and easy to realize, without loss of generality, we construct an HCAM by homogenizing the coupling of Chebyshev map and Arnold map. It can solve the problems of original Chebyshev map.
1) COUPLING STEP
The proposed HCAM is constructed to improve the weak dynamical behaviors of existing chaotic maps. We combine the original Chebyshev map and Arnold map as follows:
where f (x) = arccos x, i, p, q are indexes of the sequences, and their relationship is constrained by Arnold map as follows:
where
is the length of generated sequence, (2) are generated by Chebyshev map, µ controls the coupling degree of Arnold map and it is appropriate in [0.6, 0.96], n refers to iteration times. Unlike the original Chebyshev map that has complete correlation between adjacent terms, the x r+1 (i) of the proposed HCAM is no longer completely related to x r (i) due to our Coupling Step. Therefore, even if x r (i) is not located in safety zone, the newly generated values in the following iterations are very likely to hit safety zone, which means the proposed HCAM can solve the Problem A and B.
2) HOMOGENIZATION STEP
To deal with the Problem C, the key task is to homogenize the value distribution in the original range. Here, we use the rule in (4) as a hash function to achieve this purpose. For term x n (i), update itself by
where H is magnification value, and X n (i) is the sequence generated by the HCAM.
C. CHAOTIC ANALYSIS OF THE PROPOSED HCAM
In this part, we first evaluate the performance of the proposed HCAM from the MLEs, mutual information, and histogram distribution. Then, we use Golomb randomness postulates [24] to check the pseudonoise statistical properties. The chaotic behavior of the HCAM is also analyzed from the bifurcation diagram, power and energy perspectives to demonstrate the superior security of the proposed HCAM when used in image encryption algorithm. 
1) SETTLEMENT OF THE THREE PROBLEMS
In order to analyze the dynamic behaviors of the proposed HCAM, we test the MLEs and mutual information.
As Fig. 4(a) shows, when the initial value is 0 (in Area 2 of Fig. 2 ), the MLEs are all above 0, which means the proposed HCAM still has chaotic behaviors and verifies that our HCAM can solve Problem A efficiently. On the other hand, the mutual information of the HCAM is shown in Fig. 4 
(b).
Clearly, it is much lower than the result of original Chebyshev map in Fig. 3 (b), which means the determinacy of adjacent items is greatly reduced, so the Problem B is also settled successfully. Furthermore, we also check the distribution of the HCAM, comparing with Fig. 3 (c), the histogram of the HCAM in Fig. 4 (c) is much more uniform, which demonstrates the chaotic sequence generated by our HCAM is more suitable for image encryption.
In addition, we also compared the MLEs of the proposed HCAM with other chaotic maps and the result is shown in Fig. 5 . The plots indicate that compared with the existing chaotic systems, the MLE of our HCAM is larger and more positive, which means it is highly sensitive to initial conditions. Moreover, as can be observed, the range of control parameters of the HCAM can expand to [0.35, +∞), which means it can significantly extend the key space when used in image encryption.
2) PSEUDO-RANDOMNESS PROPERTY OF THE PROPOSED HCAM
To test the pseudo-random character of the proposed HCAM, we follow the Golomb randomness postulates that states an ideal one-dimensional chaotic system should satisfy the following properties [24] :
• Mean value of the sequence is zero.
• The cross-correlation function is zero.
• The shape of autocorrelation function is similar to δ function.
Our HCAM inherits the excellent pseudonoise statistical properties of the origin Chebyshev map very well. From  Fig. 6 , we can see that the average values and cross correlation function of the HCAM are both fluctuated around zero, which satisfy the property 1 and 2. And the shape of autocorrelation function is approximately the same as δ function, which means that chaotic sequences generated by our HCAM are difficult to predict by statistical attacks. Therefore, image encryption algorithms based on the HCAM will obtain higher security level.
3) CHAOTIC PROPERTY OF THE PROPOSED HCAM
The bifurcation diagram is always examined to gain a comprehensive understanding of the dynamics of a chaotic system [30] . Fig. 7 shows the bifurcation structures of the proposed HCAM and some latest developed chaotic maps [30] , [31] . As can be observed, the chaotic region of our HCAM is greatly expanded compared with other chaotic maps.
Except the bifurcation diagram and MLEs, chaotic sequences can also be regarded as power signal or energy signal. For power signal, we can observe the shape of power spectral to test the chaotic property [32] . Though some periodic signals show randomness in the time domain, their power spectral often has only one or two peaks, which represents internal systematicness. While the power spectral of a chaotic signal usually has many peaks. As Fig. 8(a) shows, the power spectral of the proposed HCAM does not have obvious minority peaks, which means the HCAM has chaotic property.
For energy signal, principal component analysis (PCA) is often utilized to determine whether certain signal is chaotic [32] . If the principal component spectrum has an obvious decreasing rather than horizontal all the time, the corresponding energy signal is chaotic. Otherwise, the signal is white noise [33] . Fig. 8(b) compares the PCA results of the HCAM and white Gaussian noise. As we can see, when embedding dimension i ∈ [1, 2] , the PCA results of the HCAM decrease rapidly, which means the conspicuous chaotic property. 
III. COLOR IMAGE ENCRYPTION AND DECRYPTION ALGORITHMS
Based on the proposed HCAM, we present a novel color image encryption algorithm that contains two parts: confusion and diffusion. In the confusion stage, we use the RCMT to randomize the shifting steps, which can eliminate the regular pattern of the original CMT [19] and enhance the security level. In the diffusion stage, we use a SHA-512 and SHA-384 based fast pixel substitution scheme to perform the bit-level exclusive-or operation. The details of the proposed algorithm are described below.
A. CONFUSION STAGE: RANDOM CHAOTIC MAGIC TRANSFORM
In consideration of the high relevance among pixels of an image, we should separate the adjacent pixels to reduce the correlation in confusion stage. The CMT [19] is an efficient algorithm that can shuffle adjacent pixels in short time by simultaneously changing the location of row and column. However, the shifting steps will increase with progressively transform in CMT, which may be exploited by attackers and cause invalid to against chosen plaintext attack [34] . Here, we propose a RCMT to handle this problem.
For an M × N plaintext image O, in the RCMT, we first generate an M × N chaotic matrix R by the proposed HCAM. And matrix R is built by sorting R as column. Then, we use matrix I records the location of R (i, j) in the j − th of matrix R. This process is shown in Fig. 9 . After getting matrix R, R and I , the RCMT can be performed as Algorithm 1. For the i − th iteration, the shifting step is defined as,
where Z is a random integer to ensure us obtain completely different ciphertext images even encrypting the same plaintext image with the same chaotic sequence, which can ulteriorly increase the security level in an extremely simple way. Considering the locations of selected pixels should not remain the same (i.e.
Step(i) = 0), we add 1 to change the range of
. This process has been marked in matrix S in Fig. 9 . The RCMT can change the row and column location of a pixel simultaneously and does not take extra time complexity. Therefore, it keeps the advantage of low runtime of the CMT. Meanwhile, Step(i) is totally random and unpredictable due to the HCAM and random integer Z , which makes our RCMT much more secure than the original CMT.
B. DIFFUSION STAGE: SHA-BASED FAST PIXEL SUBSTITUTION SCHEME
With the help of the RCMT, the confusion step can break the correlation between adjacent pixels completely and Link pixels as a circular linked list; 6: Shift the list Step(i) time(s) in (5); 7: Save the updated list to T 8: end for efficiently. However, the statistical information of plaintext image is not concealed, which makes the ciphertext images can't resist histogram attack. To solve this problem, researchers have proposed various diffusion schemes, which usually use modulo operation to hash the original gray scale towards the whole range to homogenize the histogram of ciphertext image and conceal statistical information [18] . Although modulo-operation-based diffusion schemes are indeed effective, this operation need multiple loops to ensure performance, which is time-consuming. To shorten runtime, we utilize the SHA-512 and SHA-384 of the plaintext image to perform bit-level exclusive-or operation. The flowchart is shown in Fig. 10 , and the detailed process is described in Algorithm 2.
Considering the length of SHA-512 and SHA-384 are 128 and 96 and can be split into 127 and 95 pairs of hex characters, the lengths of rdmSeq512 and rdmSeq384 in Algorithm 2 are fixed as 127 and 95, which makes our algorithm extremely sensitive to the plaintext image. That is, even a bit change on the plaintext image will convert the result completely, which guarantee the resistance of our diffusion scheme against differential attack. Meanwhile, we use the matrix S in Algorithm 1 to save time and further uniformize the distribution of gray scales. As high speed bit-level exclusive-or operations are involved in the entire process, our diffusion process is exceedingly timesaving.
C. COLOR IMAGE ENCRYPTION ALGORITHM
A color image consists of R, G and B components, which means one color pixel in visual actually depends on for j = 1 to N do 8 :
if u == 128 then 11: u = 1;
12:
end if 13: if v == 96 then 14: v = 1;
15:
end if 16: end for 17: end for 18 : C = temp2 ⊕ S; three values. Therefore, the color images are more sensitive to noise and data loss because only one of three values in the same location changes during transmission, the corresponding color will not be recovered correctly. In our image encryption algorithm, we utilize RCMT and SHA-based fast pixel substitution scheme to encrypt color images, and the detail process is described in Algorithm 3.
In the confusion step, if we use different
Step(i) in each channel, the pixels of the same location will shift to three different locations. When suffering external influence like data loss and salt-pepper noise, it will enlarge the influence three times. To avoid this drawback, in our algorithm, the same , and get C R , C G and C B 7: Combine C R , C G and C B to obtain ciphertext image C chaotic matrix S is utilized in R, G and B channels. That is, with the same Step(i) in the RCMT, pixels in the same location of three channels will shift to another same location in ciphertext image, which neither enlarge the external influence, nor lose randomness with the help of the HCAM chaos. Similarly, in the diffusion step, unlike other schemes that use row and column transformation, our SHA based fast pixel substitution scheme mainly involves bit-level exclusive-or operation to substitute a single pixel, which only affects itself and unable enlarge the external influence either. Meanwhile, the SHA of plaintext images can add self-adaptiveness to our algorithm, which contribute to defend differential attack effectively. Therefore, our confusion and diffusion process can ensure the safety and robustness for the color image encryption.
The decryption process is similar to the image encryption, which significantly simplify the implementation of our algorithm. On the one hand, to decrypt the RCMT, we can just make step(i) = N − step(i) and perform Algorithm 1 again. On the other hand, due to the fact that inverse operation of exclusive-or is itself, the diffusion step can be decrypted successfully by applying Algorithm 2 again.
IV. EXPERIMENTS AND PERFORMANCES
In this section, we perform experiments to demonstrate the capabilities of the proposed image encryption algorithm. The simulations are implemented under MATLAB R2018a on a laptop with Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-6600U CPU, 2.60 GHz. The test images are ''Couple'', ''Woman'', ''House'' and ''Lena'' with size of 256 × 256 × 3, and the encryption and decryption results are shown in Fig. 11 . As can be observed, all of the ciphertext images are similar noise-like although their corresponding plain images have different contents. Attackers can not obtain any original information from the pixel distribution of the ciphertext images visually, which verify the security of the cryptosystem to some extent. Using the correct keys, we can completely recover the plaintext images (Fig.11(c) ).
In practical, a good cryptosystem should also robust to potential attacks. Without the correct keys, one can't achieve any information regarding the plaintext images. Only using the correct keys can one correctly recover the original images. Next, some commonly used attacks are tested to indicate the superior security level of our algorithm.
A. KEY SPACE ANALYSIS
From the cryptographic point of view, the size of the key space should not be smaller than 2 100 to ensure the safety of the cryptosystem [35] . In our algorithm, the encryption process indicates that the keys involved in confusion and diffusion steps are independent. Therefore, we need one chaotic map of the HCAM, random integer Z , 512 bits-long SHA512 and 384 bits-long SHA 384. The complete key structure of our scheme is illustrated in Fig. 12 . The precisions of 8 parameters of the HCAM is listed in Table 1 , and the precisions of Z in Algorithm 1 is 10 −1 . Since changing any bit in SHA-512 and SHA-384 will lead to unsuccessful decryption, the precision of every bit in Key.Part3 of Fig.12 is 2 −1 . Therefore, the whole key space of the proposed algorithm is 10 −(−15 * 3−17−1−1−1−1) * 2 (512+384)/4 ≈ 10 133 . This result is large enough to resist brute-force attack and higher than existing algorithms listed in Table II .
B. KEY SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS
For a secure cryptosystem, the ciphertext image should be highly sensitive to the variation of secret keys. To evaluate the key sensitivity of our encryption algorithm, we change one of the secret keys with a tiny difference and other keys remain VOLUME 7, 2019 TABLE 2. Key space comparison.
FIGURE 13. Decrypted images with (a) the correct
the same. Fig. 13 displays the decrypted images with correct key and various wrong keys, as can be observed, there is no valid information can be obtained from Fig. 13 (b)-(i) , which demonstrate that even if an extremely tiny change on the correct key will lead to completely unsuccessful decryption. Therefore, our cryptosystem is sensitive to the secret keys and robust against blind decryption.
C. STATISTICAL ATTACK ANALYSIS
In our algorithm, the diffusion part is indispensable to hide the statistical information of the plaintext images. Next, we will analyze the histogram and correlation of ciphertext images to evaluate the capability of our algorithm against statistical attack. 
1) HISTOGRAM ANALYSIS
The histogram can intuitively present the pixel distribution of an image, so it is an useful tool to evaluate the performance of an cryptosystem. An ideal image encryption algorithm should obtain ciphertext images with uniform distributed histograms, which can hide the original statistical information. Fig. 14 shows the histograms of four plaintext images and their respective ciphertext images in three channels. Compared with the histograms of plaintext images, histograms of ciphertext images distribute much more uniform, which indicate that our algorithm can hide the original pixel distribution effectively.
To quantitatively verify the uniformness of the histograms of ciphertext images, we test the unilateral hypothesis [13] . For an 8-bit gray scale image, its χ 2 values can be calculated by: 2 e i (6) where o i is occurrence frequency of gray scale level i, and e i is the expected occurrence frequency of the uniform distribution. Given a significant level α = 0.05, we have χ 2 0.05 (255) = 293.2478. Therefore, if the χ 2 value of an image is less than χ 2 0.05 (255), the histogram is considered to be uniform. Table 3 shows the χ 2 values of 4 plaintext images and respective ciphertext images in three channels. As can be observed, all χ 2 values of ciphertext images decrease sharply and less than χ 2 0.05 (255), which means the histogram of ciphertext images are in uniform distribution.
In addition, based on the quantity analysis in [36] , we further evaluate the uniformity of ciphertext images from the variance of histograms and the results are recorded in Table 4 . As can be observed, the variance values of ciphertext images are about 500, which indicate that the number of average fluctuation in each gray level is about 20 pixels. However, the variance value is more than 3 × 10 4 for plaintext image Lena. And the variance value is about 5000 for image Lena in Zhang's algorithm [36] , which is greater than any variance in Table 4 . Therefore, our algorithm is efficient and can successfully hide the original statistical information. 
2) CORRELATION ANALYSIS
Correlation analysis is another effective way to evaluate the robustness against statistical attack. The adjacent pixels of plaintext image usually have high correlation coefficients, and a good encryption algorithm should significantly reduce the correlation among adjacent pixels in the ciphertext images. We have calculated the data correlation by (7) . where X and Y are data sequences, µ is the mean value and σ is the standard deviation. We randomly choose 2000 pairs of adjacent pixels in horizontal, vertical and diagonal direction of the three channels, and use (7) to calculate the correlation coefficients. The results are shown in Fig. 15 and Table 5 . Compared with the plaintext images, our algorithm significantly reduce the value of correlation coefficients in ciphertext images, which means the proposed scheme ensures the security successfully.
D. DIFFERENTIAL ATTACK ANALYSIS
Differential attack is also known as chosen-plaintext attack [34] . An adversary may make a tiny change on the plaintext image, and then observes the differences between two ciphertext images to deduce the keys of cryptosystem. In this way, a meaningful relationship between two ciphertext images and the plaintext images can be utilized to attack the cryptosystem. A good encryption algorithm should have the ability to resist the differential attack. This usually be evaluated by NPCR (number of pixels change rate) and UACI (unified average changing intensity): (9) where c 1 and c 2 are two ciphertext images whose corresponding plain images have only one pixel difference. As Wu suggests [29] , we test the NPCR and UACI with critical value to show the validity of defending differential attack. 
E. INFORMATION ENTROPY
The information entropy is a valid criterion to judge the randomness of gray scale values distribution and complexity of a system [37] . To calculate the entropy H (s) of an image, we use (10)
where P(s i ) represents the probability of the symbol s i . For a perfectly random signal consisting of 2 n symbols, H (s) is equal to 8. The higher of the entropy value, the more random of ciphertext images. Table 8 lists the results of four plaintext images and respective ciphertext images. Compared with plaintext images, the information entropy of ciphertext images all increase and approach to 8, which means the gray scale distribution of three channels of ciphertext images are all uniform. Therefore, the output of our algorithm tends to be ideally ciphertext images with extraordinary randomness [29] and unlikely divulge any valid information.
F. ROBUSTNESS AGAINST DATA LOSS AND NOISE ATTACK
When transmitting on insecure channels, the ciphertext images may be clipped by attackers or polluted by noises. Because our algorithm involves no conjugated operation between pixels, rows or columns, the obtained ciphertext images have superior robustness against data loss and noise.
To test the tolerance of our algorithm against noise attacks, we add salt & pepper noise to the ciphertext images and decrypt them with correct keys. The results are shown in Fig. 16 , as can be observed, the meaningful information of plain images can be recognized, which demonstrates that our method is robust to noise attack. To verify the robustness of our method against data loss, we occlude some portion of ciphertext images and decrypt them with correct keys. Fig. 17 shows the data-loss images and the corresponding decrypted images. It can be seen that even occlude 75% information in ciphertext images, the main content of plaintext image can also be retrieved successfully with a certain image quality degradation, which demonstrate the strong capability of our method in dealing with the distortions caused by data-loss.
G. ENCRYPTION/DECRYPTION SPEED
The proposed algorithm can achieve a relatively high encryption speed because of two factors: First, we use RCMT to separate adjacent pixels in only one-time transform; Second, the whole diffusion process mainly involves bit-level exclusive-or operation, which is believed to be a fairly fast operation. Since our algorithm possesses identical encryption and decryption process, it consumes the same time on encrypting/decrypting an image with same size. We have implemented the program using MATLAB language and the results are listed in Table 9 . Although the speed of our method is not faster than some real-time encryption algorithm [12] , [23] , it is also efficient compared with some similar algorithm [38] - [40] .
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we construct a chaotic system called HCAM with complex chaotic behavior. Based on it, a new color image encryption algorithm is proposed. In the confusion stage, we apply the RCMT to randomize the shifting steps and obtain higher level of security. Thereafter, a fast SHA-based pixel substitution method is operated in bit level with outstanding self-adaptiveness and high efficiency. Simulation results verify that our algorithm is at high security level. In the future work, we attempt to implement the proposed HCAM chaotic system in a parallel version to further improve its efficiency. In addition, we will extend the related applications of HCAM and RCMT for image security.
